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Yes, Oleksiak describes her house in the Portland suburbs as "a split foyer, nothing special, suburbia." Oleksiak owns more than two dozen pieces of taxidermy. Everything from a kudu to a Russian boar's head stares down at visitors. There's a cow's head right above my computer, and she didn't say a word. So I knew.

Do you ever decorate the taxidermy?
At Christmas I put some ribbons and a big bow on the kudu, and you could see it through the window. Some people would stand out front pretending they were walking their dog and stare in. Have you ever done any taxidermy? Some people would stand out front yourself?
No, I don't like opening animals. I don't like cleaning chickens. I wouldn't even step on bugs.
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1 $1000 GIVEAWAY SALE IN THE OLD PORT! For 3 days only, July 17th through July 19th, the below listed Old Port Merchants are going to SALE. With great reductions on Spring and Summer merchandise. Savings of up to 70%. But that's only part of the good news. A $1000 gift certificate will be given away at the end of this event. $1000 that can be spent in any of the below listed stores.

EVERYONE'S A WINNER with these great bargains

JOSEPH'S • DAVID WOOD • Amaryllis
Whip and Spoon • Decorum • Oscar Benoit
Peter Kency • Serendipity

 increase your odds by registering at all the stores*. Great bargains. $1000 giveaway, the best shops in the Portland area.
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School for Scandal

How the Portland School Committee flunked at protecting kids, informing the public and following the law

By Laura Conway

Seven months after school officials began investigating allegations of misconduct against a teacher at Reiche Community School, five months after the investigation was first covered in the press, and three weeks after local police opened their own inquiry into charges the teacher had allowed students to kiss and fondle her legs, Portland School Committee Chairman David Ripley said he never knew about the situation except what the school department had told him.

"The only thing we know is about the letter that was put in her file," Ripley said. "They told us at the point that sometimes I wonder whether we should be brought into the process sooner, simply because it wreaks ridiculousness to have to take calls from the public when something egregious, and we, who are the school committee are supposed to oversee the system, have to stand there and say, 'I don't know.'"

Ripley explained he needed to keep distance from the investigation because the school department had a good reason for it. And yet Ripley and his fellow committee members had never been told there was any matter of blame against Kelly L. Reiche, a Portland teacher who since 1995 has been accused of a range of alleged offenses, including fondling male students in her classroom and groups in the hallways.

Last month, the school department concluded the investigation, determining "there is no evidence‖ to support the allegations, Ripley said. "The pendulum of suspicion swings away from [the teacher],‖ he said.

Besides, he said, the school department had already brought the allegations to the attention of the principal of Reiche,
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Superintendent of Schools Mary Jane McCalmon said she had no obligation beyond reporting the allegations to the Department of Human Services. "I don't know what they did with it," she said. "I don't have that responsibility."

Supervisor of Languages Margarette MansourAli, a member of the Muslim Council of Maine, said Portland's student body is diverse, and the school district is committed to providing a safe and inclusive environment for all students.

Schools and school districts are required to report allegations of harassment and discrimination to the Department of Human Services, and to provide support and resources to students who may have been affected.

We're asking people from Bosnia, Somalia, Yemen and Canada to come to Portland and help us work together to make sure all of our students feel safe and welcome in our schools.

We're all aware of how children try to cope on their own. It's difficult to imagine the challenges they face day to day.

"We're talking about people who are fresh from conflict and from countries where the whole idea of democracy is a new concept."

According to one contra-

MUSLIM COMMUNITY AGREED: "Some of the messages we get from the Bosnian School are not what we expect," said Victoria Mares-Hershey, executive director of the Muslim Council of Maine. "We're not asking people to forget their culture, but we want to make sure everyone feels welcome and safe in our schools."

"We believe in the power of education to bridge divides and build understanding," said Mares-Hershey. "We're here to support our students and their families, and to create a welcoming and inclusive environment for all."
School for Scandal

"Solomon would have a hard time getting out of this one. [Superintendent McCaig] has even admitted herself -- and she's been a superintendent for something like seven years -- that this is the most horridous issue she's ever been faced with."

-- David Ripley, Chairman, Portland School Committee

COMING UP THIS WEEK FROM
5 TO 6 SATURDAY 7:30 TO 8PM

If you think we look good... WCLZ 98.9
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"Your food is super· always have a happy customer."
I'll have to come back!

Samuel Johnson
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I demand a tax break
Forget BW. What about me?

JASON WILKINS

Inspired by the business success of Maine’s largest employer, I demand a tax break. As we all know, BW & Associates—a small, local, but highly successful architectural firm—is one of the most profitable businesses in the state. It is reported that BW has earned $1 million (in gross income) over the last six months, and that it is now poised to double its profits. Yet, despite their success, BW is not paying its fair share of taxes. This is unconscionable.

Several local enterprises depend upon us: vendors, bookstores, sellers of spiral notebooks, Goodwill, several small businesses that rely on the BW ecosystem. The BW employees and owners treat everyone like a human being, not a commodity. I was not surprised that this business, one of the most successful in the state, is not paying its fair share of taxes.

I demand a tax break for BW. I demand a tax break. I demand a tax break.

Essay

Notebooks, sellers of spiral notebooks and vendors of 90s-decadents. What is there to keep me from moving elsewhere?
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The busking life

Why regulate street performers when the street takes care of itself?

LENNY LANE

Does Portland really need to regulate its street performers, as some Old Port businesses are proposing? The solution, according to some Old Port proprietors, would only cost a bureaucratic cloud over a makeshift flat, if you look closely.

To work your way into the locals' good graces, be well groomed and have the right look. If you look like the street, you'll be treated as one of the locals. But if you look like a hipster, you'll be treated as such. So dress the part. That's what makes Portland so special. And that's what makes Portland so unique.

While the streets of Portland are lined with coffee shops and boutiques, the music scene is alive and well. From the local bars to the national acts, Portland has something for everyone. And that's what makes it so special. And that's what makes Portland so unique.
B is a Amerikaze

21+ Nite, $2 Nite w/ID.

Granny Killam.
**Why pay $60 to get your showtimes?**

Every week in **Casco Bay Weekly**, you get a complete schedule of current showtimes, with up-to-date previews and showtimes available online.

It's accurate, it's timely, and best of all... it's free.

Movie capsules. and an up-to-the-minute we e kend you get a complete movie reviews.

Every week in **Casco Bay Weekly**, to get your showtimes.

Why pay $60:

Your brain actually thinks for yourself.

RECENT STUDIES suggest that individuals who engage in activities that require cognitive effort, such as critical thinking, show increased brain activity even when doing routine tasks compared to those without these activities.

YOUR BRAIN ACTUALLY THINKS FOR YOURSELF.

RECENT STUDIES suggest that engaging in activities that require cognitive effort, such as critical thinking, leads to increased brain activity even when doing routine tasks compared to those without these activities.

YOUR MOVIE SOURCE.

WEEK 1

The return of classic rock

Much like The Lion King showed in the box office that the classic rock sound would return — though it never really went away, especially in Portland. Those are the kind of movies that you can see, and be entertained by, for a price. But the lion would be the star of the first time around.

That doesn’t mean there’s not still value in a new band doing the classic rock sound, though. Apartment Three, a Boston quartet playing in Camden’s Green July 14, provides enough good music to hold the interest of those even if they aren’t classic rock fans.

The band is the original classic rock influence: Bob Dylan, the Grateful Dead and, for a more modern feel, Matchless. But on their debut, "Some Miles to Go," they sound more like The Dave Matthews Band, their sound formed with a similar jazzy sophistication.

The vocals, by guitarist Nick Curnoe and Front Matthews, are in the right key and not too high. They aren’t quite strong or atmospheric, and there isn’t always the feel to their best songs that’s refreshing and enjoyable.

Still, the playing by all four members (plus an occasional keyboard) is skilled and subtle enough to keep the band’s morose gothic nature from becoming too heavy.

There’s the most original band in the world, but they do prove that one can make beautiful music without bringing in the past — and being a throwback.

Apartment Three plays July 10 at Earth’s, 15 Brown St. 773-1734.

**Totally frogadelic**

Another classic rock-inspired band is Atomic Frog, a quartet playing at The Basement July 12. Atomic Frog was formed in Arizona, but recently moved to the southern Maine area.

Against the trend, but I’m not prepared to enthusiastic welcome them. That’s almost a high rate of talented musicians to putting faces in Portland, and if I want to encourage any more bands to move up here, then exciting their metabolism.

Still, Atomic Frog shouldn’t be run out of town. Their image may seem hyper—

The music combines the bloated quality of Led Zeppelin with the petulance of the Pumpkins, a combination that nearly overwhelms the Joshen's sound. Though . Apartment Three, a Boston quartet playing at Free Street Taverna on July 12, every one of those two bands with a bit of funk thrown in .

**Fly away**

There are the bands that put modern spin on classic rock, the ones that sound like they’re not quite enough difference between Smashing Pumpkins and Led Zeppelin. The New York-based quartet Jojo’s Butterfly, at Free Street Taverna July 12, every one of these two bands with a bit of funk thrown in

Unfortunately, on their latest release, the three-song EP "Fierce Ballads" recorded live at CRGB’s, the mix doesn’t work. The band combines the bizarre quality of Zeppelin with the pounding of the Pumpkins, a combination that neatly overwhelms the rock elements.

It’s all performed with energy and skill, but in the end "Fierce Ballads" only proves that a band’s got that’s up to date can’t always be up there.

Jojo’s Butterfly plays July 12 at Free Street Taverna, 128 Free St. 774-1222.


Auditions for A Cappella Group available for all ages. Interested people should send complete information (Including dates, times, costs, complete address, a contact telephone number) by mail. To schedule an appointment, call 774-1043 after 5 pm. Music with bark and bite: The Dave Grlsman Quintet on the Bebop Jazz Ensemble on Wolfe's Neck from 7-9 pm. At ACTS, 341 Cumberland Ave, Portland, at noon. Free. Sponsored by Portland Parks & Recreation. 874-8793.

The Royal River Philharmonic Jazz Band in concert band directed by Peter Martin. At the Performing Arts for Children program. Session II of the many tapes we made together since 1990, and Jerry's voice, guitar and musical persona. WMPG's Big Talk with the Beatroots, live in Congress Square, Portland, at 7:30 pm. Sponsored by Portland Parks & Rec, Maine Arts, 874-8793.
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**Friday, July 10**

**JOHNNY HOF: THE BLUEFISH**

Johnny Hoy and the Bluefish have raised a racket in the blues world with music that ranges from 1950s rockabilly to zydeco to zydeco and country to zydeco and rockabilly. The Bluefish have raised a racket in the blues world with music that ranges from 1950s rockabilly to zydeco to zydeco and country to zydeco and rockabilly.

*WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO ART?*

Robert Bradley's Blackwater Surprise is the latest blues band to enjoy the spotlight in the latest dispatch from the Theater Project, "What Ever Happened to Art?" The musical experiment, presented by the Theater Project, involves director Al Miller and cinematographer Brian Rosenthal, investigating the only disappearance of art, a young artist on the brink of suicide. Everyone is a suspect: the gallery owner, the maid, the butler -- and the audience gets to help solve the murder. At the Theater Project, 14 School St, Brunswick, at 8 p.m. "What Ever Happened to Art?" shows through July 19-21. (207) 725-6604.

**Saturday, July 11**

**ANDREW WYETH AT 80: A CELEBRATION**

Some folks regard his work as boring and unoriginal. Others credit him as the god of impressionist painting on paper. He is Andrew Wyeth, the length of his Wyeth’s career, as well as his continuing body of work, showcased here. Andrew Wyeth at 80: A Celebration, the Portland Museum of Art offers an exhibition spanning the decades of Wyeth’s paintings and drawings. Elizabeth Daniel provides insights into Wyeth’s work in an interview with Andrew Wyeth: "80 Years of American Art," at 12:30 p.m. Young admirers can help inaugurate the show in a family festival, "Happy Birthday Andrew Wyeth," from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. At the PMA, 7 Congress St, Portland. The exhibition shows July 13-Aug. 11, 335-6146.

**Sunday, July 12**

**STREET PEARL**

Robert Bradley's Blackwater Surprise is the latest blues band to enjoy the spotlight in the latest dispatch from the Theater Project, "What Ever Happened to Art?" The musical experiment, presented by the Theater Project, involves director Al Miller and cinematographer Brian Rosenthal, investigating the only disappearance of art, a young artist on the brink of suicide. Everyone is a suspect: the gallery owner, the maid, the butler -- and the audience gets to help solve the murder. At the Theater Project, 14 School St, Brunswick, at 8 p.m. "What Ever Happened to Art?" shows through July 19-21. (207) 725-6604.
and stir-fried vegetables with tofu and feta, currants, and Mid-Eastern spices; mustard peppercorn sauce; and vegetarian lemon, olives, saffron, and capers; seared carmelized onion; red pepper and basil steak, chicken and pasta. $14.95, offering something for whatever brunch, or dinner.

Appetizers include: asparagus wrapped with artisanal goat cheese, served Thursday, Friday and Saturday. "We try to create a friendly, welcoming environment where groups of friends can hang out and enjoy each other's company," said Chet Knights, 24, who is a bartender at Zygot. With a casual atmosphere that encourages conversation and laughter, Zygot is a perfect spot for socializing with friends or meeting new people. The diverse menu offers something for everyone, from classic American dishes to innovative and creative options. Whether you're in the mood for comfort food or something more adventurous, Zygot has it covered.

Zygot is located at 105 Brackett Street, Portland, ME 04101, and can be reached at (207) 775-4121. They are open 9-5 daily and 9-4:30 on Saturdays. Be sure to check out their website for a list of current specials and events happening at Zygot.

DAVIDSON & DAUGHTERS CONTEMPORARY ART

Davidson & Daughters Contemporary Art, located at 148 High Street, Portland, ME 04101, is a gallery that showcases contemporary art from around the world. Owned by Lisa Davidson and her daughter, the gallery features a wide variety of works ranging from sculpture and painting to photography and video art. The gallery is open Tuesday through Saturday from 10-5, and is free to the public.

The gallery has a strong commitment to supporting emerging artists and providing a platform for artists to showcase their work. They also offer workshops and events throughout the year, including artist talks, lectures, and receptions. Davidson & Daughters Contemporary Art is a must-visit for anyone interested in contemporary art and photography. The gallery is located in the heart of Portland's Arts District, making it a convenient destination for art lovers visiting the city.

To learn more about Davidson & Daughters Contemporary Art, visit their website at davidson-daughters.com or call (207) 775-4121. They can be found at 148 High Street, Portland, ME 04101.
Debra Lamson, Licensed Electrologist, has a office in the Oak Hill Mall (60 Lake Shore Drive, 2nd Floor). Debra Lamson was trained in electrology in the 1980's and has her office in the Oak Hill Mall, which contains all of the different aspects of electrology, including the newest technology. Debra Lamson is a master of her craft and has worked on the skin from the past to present. Debra Lamson offers a variety of services, such as corrective treatments for the skin and body, including the latest in skin care and body care. Debra Lamson is also proficient in offering her clients the most advanced skin care and treatment options available today. Debra Lamson is trusted by her clients for her expertise and commitment to providing the highest quality care. Her office is located in the Oak Hill Mall, and she can be reached at 878-5550.

**USM**

**University of Southern Maine**

Portland, ME

The small business community, often referred to as Mainers' "engine of economic development and jobs creators," has grown significantly in recent years. Through the USM Center for Business Enterprises and Small Business Development, the USM has supported and encouraged Maine businesses and entrepreneurs. The USM has developed educational programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels, as well as providing training and support to small businesses, the USM has been a leader in the development of small business resources and community development. In addition to developing courses, seminars, and workshops, the USM has also been an advocate for small businesses, the USM has been a leader in the development of small business resources and community development. In addition to developing courses, seminars, and workshops, the USM has also been an advocate for small businesses, the USM has been a leader in the development of small business resources and community development.

**Two for Lunch**

**Shrimp and Grilled Chicken Paillard**

Tabitha Jeans

707-8966

**Invisible**

"Anyone for pierced, intelligible a reproducible sentence?"

**Lotion**

"My business is called Two For Lunch Dating Service, and I am responsible for the success of an international dating service. I have worked with people from all walks of life, from successful professionals to people who have been married for years. I have helped them find the person of their dreams. I believe that everyone deserves the right to love and be loved. I am passionate about helping people find happiness and love. I am successful in helping people find love and happiness. I have helped thousands of people find their perfect match.

**Lotion**

"When you look good, you feel good. And when you feel good, you shine. So I work hard to make sure that everyone who walks through my doors looks their best. I have a passion for making people feel confident and beautiful. I am a certified dating coach, and I have helped thousands of people find love and happiness. I am passionate about helping people find happiness and love. I am successful in helping people find love and happiness. I have helped thousands of people find their perfect match.

**Lotion**

"The most common areas treated are facial and neck, masculine and feminine, and the back, arms, and legs. I offer treatments to both men and women, and I specialize in providing a relaxing and rejuvenating experience. I am dedicated to helping people feel their best. I am a certified dating coach, and I have helped thousands of people find love and happiness. I am passionate about helping people find happiness and love. I am successful in helping people find love and happiness. I have helped thousands of people find their perfect match.

**Lotion**

"At the core of my business is helping people feel their best. I am a certified dating coach, and I have helped thousands of people find love and happiness. I am passionate about helping people find happiness and love. I am successful in helping people find love and happiness. I have helped thousands of people find their perfect match.

**Lotion**

"My business is called Two For Lunch Dating Service, and I am responsible for the success of an international dating service. I have worked with people from all walks of life, from successful professionals to people who have been married for years. I have helped them find the person of their dreams. I believe that everyone deserves the right to love and be loved. I am passionate about helping people find happiness and love. I am successful in helping people find love and happiness. I have helped thousands of people find their perfect match.
GRANNY'S BURRITOS

Gran's Burritos
6 Exchange Street
Portland, ME 04101

Granny's Burritos opened on February 14, 1995, as the first food stall in downtown Portland and the third outside the Original Rootsback. We let the sun in and let the water out. With luck a little of both. The local and national press seems to have noticed. With the start of our second year in Portland in August of 1996, we had no choice but to move on.

With the swelling of the management, we built our business and our name to the 16 Exchange Street Mall on Exchange Street in the Old Port where we are now open 7 days a week, Monday through Friday from 9 am to 9 pm. Saturday noon to 10 pm and Sunday noon to 9 pm.

Although still a relatively small space, our location is worlds away from Granny Jones' dressing room. We now offer seating, a better atmosphere, and as well as a much more productive kitchen.

GRANNY'S BURRITOS

Planned Parenthood of Northern New England
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Points North
It leads to the edge of the world

MAD SCOOTERS

The news in the Franklin Journal (January 1997) was a file on the back page. In three "Chamberlain" pages. From the front of July 4, a synonymous Zelma Tsoukalas' dispatch was headed. "Winter of the girls face one enemy to the other."

Then who read on "would discover that "If you are doing your thing in great, wintery Jake, you're dead in cold, but if you are taking the right way, the chances are that you are not dying."

Surely the pressing concerns of the down day in Franklin County, one of the closest places to Portland that holds anything like one north north and a short distance south from the national music scene at night. With the Blessing of the 281 Main Street Biddeford 04005

With the unfortunate demise of "good" in one's life, of a family around the, J., Joe is passionate about what he does, about the community that he has been part of for the last 10 years. From the fishermen to the farmers, to the restaurant owners to the small business owners, Joe has been part of the community that has been part of the town. With the Blessing of the "good" in one's life, Joe has been part of the community that has been part of the town.

Joe's passion for the outdoors and outdoor sports is evident in his work at Joe Jones. He is passionate about what he does, and the community that he has been part of for the last 10 years. From the fishermen to the farmers, to the restaurant owners to the small business owners, Joe has been part of the community that has been part of the town. With the Blessing of the "good" in one's life, Joe has been part of the community that has been part of the town.
**DINING SECTION**

**NOW OPEN! E.J.'s Cafe**

2-for-1 Dinner Specials

**2-for-1's just $17.95 Wednesday, Thursday**

**7/24 Mass Bay Brewing Co., Boston, MA • The Harpoon Brew Crew visit showcasing featuring Alexander Keith's I.P.A.**

**Scarborough, or Exit 6. I-95 Turnpike & Civic Center and the Old Port. with drafts Monday nights.**

**Ladies Night - 50% off everything Thursdays.**

**Including wheatgrass, bee pollen, and spirulina. Come in and enjoy fresh, healthy salads, entrees, and fantabulous bakery items.**

**Always Dine-in or take-out. Open Monday-Friday 7:15, 999-7119.**

**July 13th, 1997**
Walking and gawking
A pedestrian art tour

**JOE S. MILLER**
Published for walking but not everyone is into the free-for-all, the author suggests some loose, and targeted-friendly conversations that encourage you to peer over walls between yourself and the observer, as he puts it, "If you don't look, you can't see it." Personally, I don't see it as an art tour — I find an art tour that offers a sense of freedom and direct engagement with the art itself, as opposed to a passive, spectator-like experience. The author advocates for a more active, interactive approach to art viewing, wherein the observer becomes part of the art-making process, rather than merely an onlooker.

---

**DEBORAH KASS**

"Deborah Kass and Andy Warhol have merged." Richard Corman—The New York Times

9 Silver Babes (The Jewish Jackie Print) silkscreen on silver paper, 18 1/8' x 22 13/16", 1997

July 12-August 16
opening reception July 12, 5:00-7:00pm.

O’Farrell Gallery
58 Main St., Brunswick, ME 04011-2016
e-mail: ofarrell@onemain.com
www.maine.com/ofarrell

(207) 729-8238

---

**By the way...**

An article in The New York Times by Holland Cotter, discussing the work of Deborah Kass, who merges her feminist art with Andy Warhol's pop art, resulting in a unique blend of contemporary art forms. Kass's work is characterized by its use of silkscreen printing on silver paper, creating a striking contrast between the medium and the reflective surface. The exhibition, titled "9 Silver Babes (The Jewish Jackie Print)," runs from July 12 to August 16, with an opening reception scheduled for July 12 from 5:00 to 7:00 pm. The gallery is located at 58 Main St., Brunswick, ME 04011-2016, and can be reached at (207) 729-8238. For more information, visit www.maine.com/ofarrell.

---

**Is this your summer to learn how to Row?**

CASCADAY Rowing Center

Sign up today! 846-3277

---

A poster advertises a rowing center called Cascadiy Rowing Center, offering rowing lessons and club memberships. The number to sign up is provided as 846-3277.

---

A review of various art exhibitions and events taking place throughout Portland and Southern Maine, including the works of Margaret Mahaffy, John Luehrs, and others. The reviews are accompanied by crowd-pleasing quotes from the artists themselves.
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Cakes courtesy of area restaurants and bakeries.

on view through October 13, 1997.

A Celebration!

The Portland Museum of Art gratefully acknowledges Scott M. Black.

Andrew Wyeth, Thomas Jefferson, and the Life of a Friendship

The Portland Museum of Art is excited to announce the

on Saturday, July 11, 12, 13, 17, 1997.

The Portland Museum of Art's magician, Don Keck, whose leadership and generosity make this exhibition possible.

Andrew Wyeth at 80: A Celebration is sponsored by WCG.4.
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SURGEON GENERAL’S WARNING: Smoking Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease, Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.